The Turkey Quota Order, amendment*

Regulation 68/2011
Registered June 6, 2011

Manitoba Regulation 38/2008 amended

1 The Turkey Quota Order, Manitoba Regulation 38/2008, is amended by this Order.

2 Part III is replaced with the following:

PART III
TEMPORARY PERMITS

Application for permit

15 A registered producer may apply to the Board from time to time for a temporary permit under this Part.

Temporary market allotment permits

16 The Board may issue Temporary Market Allotment Permits to registered producers:

(a) if the Board is of the opinion that the Shortfall referred to in clause 9(a) is temporary in nature;

(b) if the Board is of the opinion that special marketing circumstances exist whereby a particular type of turkey is required by the market or whereby turkey is required at any particular time of the year and cannot be filled in the manner set out in section 9;

(c) to facilitate the marketing of turkeys by registered producers who are Turkey Egg Producers, provided that no such producer shall be entitled to be allotted a Temporary Market Allotment Permit unless such producer has been allotted a basic allotment, a new base, and a market allotment for another category of turkey, in such amount as may be required by the Board from time to time, for the purpose of raising or keeping turkey in the turkey egg production facility specified on a Certificate of Production Premises issued to that producer by the Board for the purpose of producing turkey eggs intended for hatching;

* This order is made under the Manitoba Turkey Producers Marketing Plan Regulation, Manitoba Regulation 38/2004, and is Order No. 2, 2011 of Manitoba Turkey Producers.
(d) to facilitate the marketing of turkey by registered producers to replace turkey produced, processed and exported from Canada pursuant to any planned processed export program operated by the Board; or

(e) to authorize the marketing of at least 44,460 kilograms of hen, broiler, or tom turkey by a registered producer who has been allotted a basic allotment of less than 60,000 kilograms of hen, broiler, or tom turkey (unless such registered producer has been allotted a basic allotment under any Breeder/Mature Program of the Board).

Temporary production permits

16.1 The Board may issue temporary production permits to registered producers:

(a) to facilitate the raising and keeping of turkey by registered producers to be marketed pursuant to a Temporary Market Allotment Permit; or

(b) to facilitate the raising and keeping of turkey by registered producers to replace turkey to be exported from Canada in live form pursuant to any planned production for live export program operated by the Board.

Permits for research

17 The Board may issue temporary production permits and Temporary Market Allotment Permits to a non-registered person to permit the production and marketing of turkey raised for research purposes provided that

(a) the Board is satisfied that such turkey will be raised and marketed under conditions satisfactory to the Board; and

(b) satisfactory arrangements have been made with respect to the payment of any penalties in connection with any activities of the applicant which may be inconsistent with the terms and conditions established by the Board in issuing a temporary permit to the applicant.

Manner of allotting permits

18 The Board will allot temporary permits in such manner as it feels is in the best interests of the turkey industry in Manitoba.

Permit marketings not to be included

19 Turkey marketed pursuant to a Temporary Market Allotment Permit will not be counted as part of a producer's marketing in any marketing period for the purpose of this Order.

3 Sections 34 and 35 are replaced with the following:

Production prohibited without a production quota

34 No person shall raise or keep a turkey of any category unless a production quota has been allotted to such person in respect of that category or a temporary production permit has been issued to such producer permitting such production.
No excess production

No producer shall produce a number of turkeys of any category in a marketing period in excess of the production quota allotted to such person for that category in that marketing period or in excess of the temporary production permit issued to such producer permitting such production.
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